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A. router#show platform
B. router#show ip interface brief
C. router#show interfaces Serial 0/2/0
D. router#show ip Interface s02/0
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which transport type is used by the DHCP protocol?
A. UDP ports 67 and 69
B. UDP ports 67 and 68
C. TCP ports 67 and 68
D. UDP and TCP port 67
Answer: B
Explanation:
The DHCP employs a connectionless service model, using the User
Datagram Protocol (UDP). It is implemented with two UDP port

numbers for its operations which are the same as for the BOOTP
protocol. UDP port number 67 is the destination port of a
server, and UDP port number 68 is used by the client.
:
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dynamic_Host_Configuration_Protoco
l.

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which method does the Cisco ACI fabric use to load-balance
multidestination traffic?
A. PIM routing
B. spanning trees
C. forwarding tag trees
D. shortest-path trees
Answer: C
Explanation:
Explanation
https://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/td/docs/switches/datacenter/aci/a
pic/sw/1-x/aci-fundamentals/b_ACI-Fundamenta

NEW QUESTION: 4
A firewall protects networked computers from intentional
hostile intrusion that could compromise confidentiality or
result in data corruption or denial of service. It examines all
traffic routed between the two networks to see if it meets
certain criteria. If it does, it is routed between the
networks, otherwise it is stopped.
Why is an appliance-based firewall is more secure than those
implemented on top of the commercial operating system (Software
based)?
A. Operating system firewalls are highly configured
B. Appliance based firewalls cannot be upgraded
C. Firewalls implemented on a hardware firewall are highly
scalable
D. Hardware appliances does not suffer from security
vulnerabilities associated with the underlying operating system
Answer: D
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